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we found on eBay, we are not familiar with product packaging, so I would like to ask which is the best one for a complete start set. There's HexBug and Genius Vex Class, which seems to start sets, they're in a small package and fit for younger children 8-11 years. There seem to be many HexBug Vex IQ
building sets that are a hundred dollars less than the full range. But there are super sets with 750+ parts. Are we a little confused do combinations like super kits include both charger, controller and additional sensors? How does Hexbug differ from a super group? Have anyone found success buying from
other sites like Amazon and eBay which should they look for? Only my year but I will not buy it used to these kits shed a lot of wear and wear and have a lot of small pieces. You lose the pieces and crash. It's worth paying extra for a completely new system. (VEX is designed to be highly cost effective.)
With regard to different groups. Start sets are fun little groups designed to build a particular item. It rarely includes engines or sensors. Those engines and sensors that might be included were not legal for competition. There is also a hex bug VEX IQ construction set. It is legal competition, but it does not
include a rechargeable battery or charger (uses AA batteries), and has fewer sensors than super kit. Super set is a balanced set. It includes rechargeable battery, charger, control, engines, and sensors. I would recommend buying them new. We are asking for robotmesh.com. They offer the same price as
VEX robots, and free shipping. It was never important. I have 2 sets that have never been (ie, opened but have not built them/assembled). Maybe I sell one I've bought a few years back as a starting guide so I can have my own kit. Programming, for example, requires the brain because the corrector can
only do a lot without physical connection. The kid got frustrated so I bought one and thought superkit was good to have. Then another special team was started by another teacher when they went to middle school. This kit was purchased as spare and they did not have to use it. Their logic was to use 1 as
much as possible because of self-financing but do not want to suffocate in the two worlds. So I bought it from them thinking we could use it. This also still sits in the box. As it happens, we had 3 groups of school that we used collectively and I didn't have to use any at home. The kid's a good man who
prefers to use a built-in robot. of playing with the brain with engines connected on the bench. It can actually run the robot instead of a failed test in a summary, as with any item used, it depends on the condition versus the assumption. Note that over time no matter where you purchase kit, plastic
parts/packages etc. you will need to check and replace them as needed before competing. If the group is not part of the competition, it makes sense to use the pieces used for learning and experimental presentations. There are many schools (one that bought a large amount) that I know use these in a
stem classroom environment and will never get into competition... What is your proposed use? Is it for school use and would you like to participate in the VEX IQ Challenge? What country are you in? I would not trust sellers in general because Murphy's law, may be damaged or broken parts. I was going
to get it from your local dealer for me, Robot Mish. Robot Mish.
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